FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OTIS TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT SALES AGENCIES
Lyons Falls, NY: Otis Technology is pleased to announce new sales partnerships with Keystone Manufacturer’s
Representatives, Odle Sales and Ron Macy Associates, Inc. These new partnerships provide Otis with additional
sales support across the United States. Each agency’s professional sales teams will represent Otis in the state, local
and federal enforcement markets, including wholesale and retail channels.

Keystone Manufacturer’s Representatives are located in Cheltenham, PA and will be responsible for the Eastern US
region. Ken Hellendall, Principle, states “We are excited about adding Otis to our tactical product lines and
Keystone is honored to join the Otis team.” He continues, “We welcome the opportunity to bring the Otis name to
the Public Safety community.”
Odle Sales is located in Columbia, MO and covers the Central region of the US. Jim Lund, LE Business Unit Manager
for Odle Sales states, “We are very excited to partner with a world class organization such as Otis to bring their
exciting line of products to the Law Enforcement Market; their commitment and passion to Law Enforcement is
impressive.”

Ron Macy Associates, Inc. is headquartered in Murrieta, CA and will handle parts of the Western US. “We at Ron
Macy Associates Inc. were very happy to be appointed the Law Enforcement Reps for Otis for CA, NV, AZ & HI”
states Ron Macy, Principle. He continues, “We are looking forward to working with their team to increase their
Law Enforcement business in our area.”

The internal Otis Technology sales team will continue to support marketing, customer service, and warranty
support through their Lyons Falls, New York facility while working closely with each sales agency. “We are thrilled
to work with these three new sales agencies. Each is top of their game in their respective territories and is
dedicated to the sales of top brands of quality law enforcement gear,” states Brad McIntyre, Vice President of
International/Military Sales for Otis Technology. He continues, “In our combined endeavors, we’re wholly
committed to supporting our fine men and women in Uniform by providing the best equipment and service
possible.”
Otis Technology is known for manufacturing the most advanced gun cleaning systems and accessories available.
The superior Breech-to-Muzzle® design combined with unmatched quality has positioned Otis as the gun care
system of choice with the US Military. Otis Technology is SMART GUN CARE.
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